(1) Rwanda

The town of RUHENGIRI has been retaken by the Rwandan armed forces and our expatriated (about thirty) have been rescued.

The situation along the rest of the front remains worrying. The RPF is asking for the cease-fire with the maintenance of the positions it has held.

Mr. Bruno Delaye and Mr. de la SABLIERE (Quai d’Orsay) are coming to KIGALI and KAMPALA today. They are going to ask for a return to the former lines for the cease-fire, which should -------- the GOMN.

(2) Bosnia

WARREN CHRISTOPHER, the Secretary of State, announced an American initiative in Bosnia.(1) The United States has now approved the negotiation (and the plan).

Mr. CLINTON would have liked to talk to you on the secure line, but that was not possible in HANOI. He would like to do it when you return to PARIS and could suggest a date to meet at that time.(2)

(1) “a political, diplomatic, military, humanitarian initiative”
(2) They have committed to a date before March 15

GENERAL QUESNOT